
May Take & Make
CD Scratch Art

1. Paint the shiny silver side of the old CD with acrylic paint.
You can use one color, two or numerous combinations. Make sure
you have a thick layer of this color so that it becomes easy to
scratch the color later

2. Let the paint dry for a couple of hours

3. Using the pencil, lightly draw your favorite design on the
painted side

4. Use the BBQ Skewer to scratch on your pencil markings. As you
scratch away the paint from the surface of the CD the shiny silver
showed through and will looked fantastic against the colorful
paint. Try not to scratch very hard otherwise you’ll damage the
shiny coating

Supplies Included:
Old CDs
Acrylic paint
Foam brushes
BBQ Skewer

Supplies Needed From Home:
Pencil
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